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ABOUT THE POSEN LIBRARY
The Posen Library of Jewish Culture and Civilization is
a vibrant, growing collection which offers unprecedented
access to art and excerpts from thousands of primary sources
reflecting Jewish creativity, diversity, and culture world-wide.
Curated by leading Jewish Studies scholars, the collection will
span biblical times to the 21st century when complete.

The Posen Library puts the sacred and the secular side by side,
with works spanning a wide range of genres: religious and
political writing, nonfiction, fiction, memoirs, painting,
photography, sculpture, architecture, cultural artifacts, and
everyday objects. Many of these selections from original
sources are works translated into English for the first time and
offered in The Posen Library for general readers, for
researchers, educators, scholars, students, and anyone
interested in Jewish culture and civilization.

AVAILABLE IN TWO FORMATS
IN PRINT: Ten beautifully illustrated volumes are being
published and sold by Yale University Press.

ONLINE: The Posen Digital Library (PDL), an interactive
database, is available free upon registration at

www.posenlibrary.com
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HOW TO ACCESS
THE READING SELECTIONS
Enjoy reading the selections in this
guide ONLINE or in PRINT!

REGISTER ON THE POSEN DIGITAL
LIBRARY (PDL) for FREE now at
bit.ly/posen_WRG
•

• BUY THE PRINT VOLUMES. Books are
available from YALE UNIVERSITY PRESS
(Triliteral, 1-800-405-1619, M-F, 9–5 EST),
Amazon, and can be ordered from many
retailers.
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The Posen Library of Jewish Culture and

Volume 1: Ancient Israel, from
Its Beginnings through 332 BCE
Jeffrey H. Tigay and Adele Berlin (Mar. 2021)
Civilization,

ISBN: 9780300135503

The Posen Library of Jewish Culture and

Volume 6: Confronting
Modernity, 1750–1880
Civilization,

Elisheva Carlebach
ISBN: 9780300190007

The Posen Library of Jewish Culture and

Volume 8: Crisis and Creativity
between World Wars, 1918–1939
Civilization,

Todd M. Endelman and Zvi Gitelman
ISBN: 9780300135527

The Posen Library of Jewish Culture and

Volume 9: Catastrophe and
Rebirth, 1939–1973
Civilization,

Samuel D. Kassow and David G. Roskies
ISBN: 9780300188530

The Posen Library of Jewish Culture and

Volume 10: Late Twentieth
Century, 1973–2005
Civilization,

Deborah Dash Moore and Nurith Gertz
ISBN: 9780300135534
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READING SELECTION 1

Like a Bride and Like a
Mother (1992)
Once you register—for free—just click on the title above for direct access.
Or search

Nissan on The Posen Digital Library. In Volume 10: p. 125.

‟I’m not a Jew. I

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

pray and go to

Rosa Nissán (b. 1939)

confession just
like you do . . .”

Novelist Rosa Nissán was born in
Distrito Federal, Mexico. Her works
highlight the lives of the Sephardic
community in her country. In 1994,
the Mexican film Novia que te vea
(Like a Bride) was based on
Nissan’s novel.
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DISCUSSION 1
1. What is important to the

4. What would you say to this young

young protagonist of the story?

person about Judaism if you were to
meet her?

2. How does the protagonist
In Your Life: Reflect on a time

think about Judaism?

when you felt exposed as a Jew.

3. Prayer time vs. hell, the desk

What was happening in the

vs. the bed. . . . Discuss the

situation? What was important to

themes of order and chaos in

you in that moment?

the story.

Other works by Nissán:

Hisho que te nazca (1996); No solo para dormir es la

noche (1999); Los viajes de mi cuerpo (2003).
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READING SELECTION 2

Today's Ruth

(1999)

Once you register—for free—just click on the title above for direct access.
Or search

Ruth on The Posen Digital Library. In Volume 10: p. 1067.

‟Does Judaism

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

have room for

Deborah Dash Moore (b. 1946)

someone who
wants to follow a
secular path of
joining a people

Born in New York City, Deborah
Dash Moore is a professor of
history and Judaic studies at the
University of Michigan. An author,
editor, and scholar of American
Jewish history, twentieth-century
urban history, and Jewish women’s

rather than a
religious journey
of adopting a
new faith?”

history, Dash Moore’s publications
have received numerous
accolades, including the National
Jewish Book Award.
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DISCUSSION 2
1. What is Dash Moore’s call to

4. What are some possible parallels

action in this piece?

between entering womanhood and
joining the Jewish community?

2. How does Dash Moore
In Your Life: What is a journey in
your life involving ‟love, and an

describe Ruth’s journey into
Judaism?

ounce of rebellion and risk”?

3. Where, if anywhere, is Ruth’s
Jewish journey influenced by the
fact that she is a woman?

Other works by Dash Moore:

To the Golden Cities: Pursuing the American

Jewish Dream in Miami and L.A. (1994); Jewish Women in America: An Historical
Encyclopedia (co-editor with Paula Hyman; 1997); GI Jews: How World War II
Changed a Generation (2004); Urban Origins of American Judaism (2014).
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READING SELECTION 3

Untitled (your body is a
battleground) (1989)

Once you register—for free—just click on the title above for direct access.
Or search

Kruger on The Posen Digital Library. In Volume 10: p. 557.

‟[T]hrough a

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

collection of words Barbara Kruger (b. 1945)
American conceptual artist,

and images, to

designer, and writer Barbara

somehow try

Kruger, born in Newark, New Jersey,
made her reputation creating

to picture—or

artworks that often combine
provocative and feminist text with

objectify or

black and white photography. Her

visualize—how

work has been displayed in both
galleries and public spaces, as well

it might feel
sometimes to

as on posters, T-shirts, electronic

1

be alive today.”

signboards, billboards, and flyers.
She has had solo exhibitions in the
United States, Europe, Australia,
and New Zealand. Kruger received
the Golden Lion for Lifetime
Achievement at the Venice
Biennale (2005).

1

Mitchell, W. J. T., and Barbara Kruger.

‟An Interview with Barbara Kruger.” Critical Inquiry,

Vol. 17, No. 2, 1991, pp. 434–448. JSTOR, www.jstor.org/stable/1343844. Accessed 15 July
2020.
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DISCUSSION 3
A Little Context

4. If you were to recreate this

Kruger created this famous

image, what text would you include?

image for the 1989 Women’s
March on Washington.

1. What is your initial response
to the image and its text?

2. Is there anything about
women’s bodies or Jewish
women’s bodies in particular
that reminds you of a
battleground?

3. Why might Kruger have
decided to split the face in half
and invert the colors?

In Your Life: Can you think of an
instance in which you or someone
you know experienced a battle with
their body? Where could peace be
found in this situation?
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READING SELECTIONS 4

On the Emancipation of Women
in Jewish Worship ( 1 8 6 5 )
Once you register—for free—just click on the title abovefor direct access.
Or search

Lisbonne on The Posen Digital Library. In Volume 6: p. 208.

‟Woman, with her

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

keen sensitivity

Elissa Lisbonne (1806-?)
Elissa Lisbonne, member of a Jewish

and infinitely
receptive nature,

family prominent in French political
affairs, was the son of a rabbi in
the Comtat Venaissin, one of the

should—even more
so than man—
participate in our
religion’s great
acts of worship.”

Papal States in southeastern
France. This region around Avignon
became a refuge for French Jews
before they were emancipated
during the French Revolution.

Subsequent emigration led to the
cultural decline of the Comtadin
communities, though Lisbonne’s
periodical La loi divine stood out as
an exceptional representative of
literary activity in Avignon in the
1840s. His essay on the
emancipation of women in Hebrew
worship supported total equality of
Jewish women in the rites of the
synagogue.
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DISCUSSION 4
1. How do you think Lisbonne’s

4. What do you think of the decision

community responded to his

to include this piece in the reading

essay? How might the

guide rather than a piece written by

community have responded if

a woman?

Lisbonne were not a man?

In Your Life: Who is an advocate
2. This essay was radically

for women, Jewish or non-Jewish,

feminist when it came out in

whom you admire? Why?

1865. For a modern reader of
Lisbonne’s essay, what
descriptions of women, if any,
feel outdated?

3. Lisbonne writes that women
are ‟the most remarkable”
beings ever known and that
women

‟should—even more so

than man—participate in our
religion’s great acts of
worship.” Is it necessary to
place women above men in
order to advocate against
sexism? Why or why not?

Other work by Lisbonne: Étude sur la religion d’Israël (1865).
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READING SELECTION 5

The Woman Poet

(1932)

Once you register—for free—just click on the title above for direct access.
Or search

Kolmar on The Posen Digital Library. In Volume 8: p. 1072.

‟You hear me

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

speak. But do you

Gertrud Kolmar (1894-1943)

hear me feel?”

Gertrud Kolmar was the pseudonym
of the German lyric poet and writer
Gertrud Käthe Chodziesner. Kolmar
came from a nonobservant Berlin
family to whom she remained close,
until her deportation to Auschwitz
in 1943. Her poetry captures her
feelings of alienation and isolation,
as a woman and a Jew. In the
1930s, as the situation of Jews in
Germany worsened, she turned
increasingly to Jewish themes in her
work and in 1940 began to study
Hebrew, hoping to immigrate to
Palestine.
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DISCUSSION 5
1. How does Kolmar

4. To whom do you think this poem

characterize the woman poet’s

is directed?

book of verse? What attributes
does she give the writing?

In Your Life: Kolmar describes her
writing as many things including a

2. What do poets who are men

‟girl's dress . . . which can be rich

write about according to this

and red, or poor and pale . . .”. If

poem? How does this compare

you were to write your story, what

to women poets’ writing?

would it

‟wear” and why?

3. What is the significance of
‟you” and ‟you and I” in this
poem?

Other work by Kolmar:

Gedichte (1917); Die Frau und die Tiere (1938); Dark

Soliloquy: The Selected Poems of Gertrud Kolmar (1975); My Gaze Is Turned
Inward: Letters, 1934–1943 (2004).
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READING SELECTION 6

On the Edge of the World

(2005)

Once you register—for free—just click on the title above for direct access.
Or search

Amar on The Posen Digital Library. In Volume 10: p. 240.

‟She was only

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

seven years old

Marlène Amar (b. 1949)

but had already
had an
exceptional,
almost worrisome

Algerian-born Marlène Amar, now
living in France, is a journalist and
film critic for the weekly French
newsmagazine Le Nouvel
Observateur. A former teacher and
the recipient of a doctorate in
French literature from the Université

fondness for
observation.”

de Nanterre, Amar is also a novelist.
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DISCUSSION 6
1. What and who are the subjects

4. Compare Fortune’s relationship

of Fortune’s observations?

to her mother with the motherdaughter relationship in

‟Like a

2. Why would the author

Bride and Like a Mother” (Reading

characterize the young girl’s

Selection 1). In what ways are they

‟fondness for observation” as
‟almost worrisome”?

similar? In what ways are they
different?

3. Fortune’s, ‟. . . kicks from her

In Your Life: What images or

mother . . . sent her careening

scenes from your childhood still

from the world, as if on the

stand out to you today? Choose

rebound, thereby predisposing

one mental snapshot and write a

her to observe it rather than to

detailed description of it the way

take part in it.” In what spaces

Fortune might have. Who or what is

does Fortune ultimately

in it? What shapes, colors, flavors, or

participate? Where does she

smells do you observe? What, in the

connect and fit in?

scene, are you curious about?

Other works by Amar:
(1996).

La femme sans tête (1993); Des gens infréquentables

READER’S GUIDES FROM THE POSEN LIBRARY
To help you quickly find reading that’s sure to stimulate lively
conversations and rich learning, the staff of The Posen Library has
created Reader’s Guides on a range of topics.

These guides include entries that can be found in either the print
version of The Posen Library or on the

digital version, The Posen Digital

Library (PDL), and have been created for general reader and discussion
groups, as well as for students, educators, and librarians.

Each guide identifies six to eight selections related to its topic and
offers questions to help readers dive deeper into the content and relate
the material to their own experiences.

COMING SOON, Reader’s Guides on:
• Confronting Crisis, Taking Action
• Women Making Art and History
• Community
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